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1. Background, unresolved problems, work which has led to the project
The present project has several foundations. 1. It is inspired by dialectometric research (carried out
mainly in Salzburg and Groningen), which has in recent years become a central topic in dialectology.
2. It will exploit the available Hungarian dialect databases created in several former computational
dialectology projects. 3. The main technologies that will be used in the analysis have been already
developed and are available to the project. 4. Preliminary research has been carried out on a huge
quantity of data with promising results.
Dialect classification and the research of inter-dialectal relations have always been a central issue of
linguistic geography. Classical methods that aimed at retrieving dialect boundaries are based on the
analysis of a few linguistic variables chosen by the researcher, inevitably favouring his or her
preconceptions. Thus classical methods offer a limited level of objectivity (see Nerbonne & Heeringa
2010), especially if the number of variables involved is limited. Another problem is – especially in
territories where originally different Hungarian dialects are present in neighbouring locations – that
there are practically no overlapping isoglosses, which makes it nearly impossible to define dialect
boundaries using the traditional methods. The analysis of aggregate data, called dialectometry, makes
dialect classification more objective. It aims to abstract a basic pattern from a linguistic atlas seen as a
huge empirical database. The term was first used by Jean Séguy who determined linguistic distances
by categorical data analysis (1973). Since the first application of such a method, several techniques
have been developed (see also Chambers & Trudgill 1998: 137–140, Goebl 2006, Heeringa 2004).
Lately the application of the Levenshtein algorithm (a string edit distance measurement) made
possible the automatic comparison of words (strings of phonetic symbols) stored in appropriately
digitised data sets. When comparing two words we calculate the number of operations needed to
transform one string to another. That way we compare map by map the data collected at one location
with data collected at other locations. The result of such comparisons is a similarity matrix showing
how (dis)similar the collected data in one location are to data recorded in all other locations. In other
words, linguistic (dis)similarity between every pair of locations is expressed by a numerical value or a
percentage (for a detailed description of the method see Heeringa 2004, Nerbonne & Heeringa 2010,
for its application to Hungarian dialect data see Vargha & Vékás 2009).
The era of computational dialectology in Hungary began with the development of a linguistic software
called Bihalbocs (http://www.bihalbocs.hu/) for the time aligned transcription, analysis and automatic
mapping of Hungarian dialect data. (This is a continuous, non-taxpayer-funded development made and
supported by the interested researchers themselves, including the present applicant, in response to the
evolving research needs.) The tool is used to build databases (oral corpora if sound is available) and
also to hold together the connected pieces of information. A digitised, phonetically coded piece of data
keeps its connections to the locality where it was collected, to the sociolinguistic metadata (such as the
informant’s age and gender), and also to the source recording it is extracted from. Thanks to the
development efforts and the new methodology they generated (with the determinant role played in
recent years by the present applicant), computational dialectology has become the main approach in
Hungarian dialect research. The technology mentioned above is currently used at several universities
in three different countries (HU, RO, SK) for the digitisation of already published dialect atlases and
also for data processing in recent projects. A major advantage of this technology is the increased
compatibility and convertibility (portability) of the constructed data structures. Time-aligned
transcriptions are also convertible to PRAAT TextGrid files for further analysis, or can be published on
the Internet (see for example http://geolingua.elte.hu/hkonyv/Hangoskonyv_index.html). For a more
detailed overview of computational dialectology in Hungary see Vargha (2009) and Vékás (2007).
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Figure 1: The already (or partially) digitised Hungarian dialect atlases. The 495 locations investigated in
The Atlas of Hungarian Dialects appear in black.

Research on Hungarian dialects presupposes the availability of special software for two main reasons:
tools developed in other laboratories do not meet our complex research needs, and they do not support
the Hungarian traditional transcription system either. In the Hungarian linguistic tradition, we use a
special narrow phonetic transcription, but thanks to an analytic encoding system the transcribed data is
easily searchable (and convertible into broader transcription forms) by Bihalbocs. A reliable
conversion method to IPA is not trivial to construct due to some significant underlying theoretical
differences between the two approaches, but it is possible (this is still an unresolved question).
In the last fifteen years nearly one million data items from The Atlas of Hungarian Dialects and
several regional Hungarian linguistic atlases have been appropriately digitised in a series of
interrelated projects. The investigation points of these digitised atlases are mapped in Figure 1.
Quantitative analyses on this corpus of rich dialect atlas transcripts and the automatic mapping of the
results (showing spatial distribution of the investigated phenomena) are possible with Bihalbocs. The
analytic capabilities and visualisation techniques present in this technology led the way to preliminary
dialectometric research on Hungarian dialect atlases, with the use of the Levenshtein algorithm, the
creation of similarity matrices and interactive dialectometric maps (Vargha & Vékás 2009). The
applicability of dialectometry in dialect classification has been investigated in comparison with
informants’ dialect similarity judgements and by contrasting the dialectometric maps with the spatial
distribution of dialect data and historical place names (Bodó–Vargha–Vékás 2012, Vargha 2010).
From the already (or partially) digitised atlases (Figure 1) four will be involved in the present project:
The Atlas of Hungarian Dialects [A magyar nyelvjárások atlasza, MNyA., with 495 localities and 1137
digitised maps and 25 maps that will be digitised in the project]; The Atlas of Hungarian Dialects in Romania
[A romániai magyar nyelvjárások atlasza, RMNyA., with 136 localities and 1200 digitised maps and about
300 maps that will be digitised in the project]; The Linguistic Atlas of Somogy and Zala Counties [Somogy–
zalai nyelvatlasz, S–ZA., with 99 localities and 282 previously digitised maps that will be reviewed and
corrected in the project]; the Moldavian Csángó Dialect Atlas [A moldvai csángó nyelvjárás atlasza,
MCsNyA., 43 localities and 1054 digitised maps].
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2. Hypotheses, key questions, aims of the project
The general aim of the project is the dialectometric analysis of duly digitised Hungarian dialect
atlases. The following questions (1 to 6) can be formulated.
1. Could the automatic string edit distance analysis be validated by a manual classification of
linguistic variables in the same corpus? – A regional atlas, The Linguistic Atlas of Somogy and Zala
Counties (Somogy–zalai nyelvatlasz) will be investigated. Two different dialectometric analyses
will be compared: the first will be based on the author’s (Lajos Király) own manual classification,
the second on different matrices created with the use of the Levenshtein algorithm. The impact of
phonetic narrowness on the dialectometric outcome will also be investigated in order to find out
what degree of narrowness (of the data items to be compared by the Levenshtein algorithm)
correlates best with the results of the manual classification (see also 2. below).
2. What kind of linguistic questions could be answered by the comparison of different similarity
matrices generated from narrow and broader transcriptions? – The digitised narrow transcriptions
can be automatically converted into broader forms, thus different matrices can be generated.
According to preliminary results we can formulate the following hypothesis: the similarity matrices
generated from narrower or broader transcripts exhibit appreciable differences especially in the case
of dialect enclaves and speaker communities that are distant in time or space from the originally
related dialect area (figure 3 and 4 are showing the dialectometry of the same locality, Csíkrákos,
according to a narrow and a broad form of dialect data). According to our hypothesis, the broader
transcripts lead to an analysis that accentuates the effects of linguistic phenomena less resistant to
change due to recent influences from the neighbouring dialects or languages.
3. How can linguistic atlases be integrated when they are different in transcription narrowness? –
Hungarian dialects could not be analysed in a comprehensive way without the integration of The
Atlas of Hungarian Dialects (495 localities) and The Atlas of Hungarian Dialects in Romania (136
localities), as in the former there are only 22 investigation points in Transylvania and it has no
locations from the Hungarian speaking territory of Moldavia (eastern Romania). The transcription
method is slightly diverging in the two atlases mainly because of some differences in the
representation of diphthongs. A conversion method will be elaborated to narrow the gap between
the transcriptions as much as possible. Several approaches will be considered, including the one
proposed in Wieling and Nerbonne (2011). The method will be applied in the integration of other
linguistic atlases as well.
4. How can loan-words borrowed from the surrounding language environment influence the outcome
of the dialectometric analysis? – The effect of loan-words on the integrated dialectometric analysis
of The Atlas of Hungarian Dialects in Romania and the Moldavian Csángó Dialect Atlas will be
investigated. Loan-words typically have a considerable impact on the average similarity values.
Bodó’s research (2007) about the spacial distribution of loan-words in Hungarian dialects of
Moldavia will provide a starting point for the analysis.
5. How can dialectometry be used for the investigation of the linguistic relations in the case of
language or dialect enclaves? – The outcome of dialectometric analysis will be compared to the
findings of previous dialect, onomasiological and settlement history research.
6. How can dialectometric analysis be involved in the determination of dialect areas? – Preliminary
results suggest that dialect boundaries can be determined by the use of dialectometric maps (Vargha
2010, Bodó–Vargha–Vékás 2012). We can presume the existence of a dialect border between two
neighbouring locations when the geographic “center of gravity” of their dialect similarity points
into opposite directions. The planned conversion of the Hungarian dialect data into IPA format will
also allow the use of methods available in Gabmap (a web application that visualises dialect
variations, http://www.gabmap.nl/) for the automatic determination of dialect areas.
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Figure 2: Dialectometric analysis of the location Csíkrákos using digitised data from The Atlas of Hungarian
Dialects. The matrix is generated from the narrow transcription.
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Figure 3: Dialectometric analysis of the location Csíkrákos using digitised data from The Atlas of Hungarian
Dialects. The matrix is generated from a broad form of the original narrow transcription where all vowels are
treated as equals.
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3. Method
Previously developed research tools for the analysis of Hungarian digitised dialect data will be applied
in the project. This dialectometric data analysis method is inspired by the works of Hans Goebl
(interactive maps based on a similarity matrix), John Nerbonne and Wilbert Heeringa (string edit
distance methods and general theoretical framework). The matrices underlying the dialectometric
maps are based on previous manual classification of dialect data or, alternatively, they will be created
with the use of string edit distance techniques (the Levenshtein algorithm).
The application of the research tools mentioned is also cost-effective because it is compatible with
other computational dialectology projects. Analysis will be carried out mainly on already digitised
Hungarian dialect data, thus the present project valorises the outcome of previous basic researches,
some of which was financed by the Hungarian OTKA and NKA funding agencies.
4. Expected results
The main result of the present research will be a detailed dialectometric analysis of Hungarian dialects
while answering the questions 1 to 6 in section 2 above. The confirmation of some assumptions,
especially the applicability of dialectometry in dialect classification might have general implications in
the field and means that these findings might be a reference point for Hungarian dialect researches in
the future.
In order to make Hungarian data analysable with dialectometric techniques developed in other
research laboratories, a conversion method of Hungarian narrow transcriptions to IPA symbols will be
elaborated. As a result, all entries of our databases (including those digitised in the present project)
will be converted to IPA symbols.
A simplified version of the dialectometric maps will be published on the Internet for educational
purposes.
Results will be presented at national or international conferences. The most important findings will be
published in Hungarian and international journals. A monograph will be written on the dialectometric
analysis of Hungarian dialects.
See the attached work plan for the timeline and some more technical details.
5. Research infrastructure
The method for data processing and analysis to be used in the research has already been developed.
The data bases are complete or will be completed in the first half of the project. No special research
tools are needed except for a computer running Mac OS X and data storage tools. In addition to the
full time employment of the leading researcher a PhD student will be partially employed in the first
half of the project (database construction and integration).
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